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revision, including territorial revision, Strescmann was not
only "honest/5 but he was being perfectly loyal to the Locarno
spirit. The position is clear. By the Locarno Treaty formally
nothing had been achieved, save a non-aggression pact in the west;
by the Locarno negotiations the settlement imposed at Versailles
had been in principle robbed of sacrosanctity.
There were four points at issue as a result—the territorial
boundaries of Germany, reparations, the occupation,, and dis-
armament. Of these the second and third were survivals from
the past, destined to speedy disappearance. There was nothing
novel or exceptional about them, A war indemnity has always
been one of the time-honoured methods of making emphatic
an enemy's defeat., and armed occupation is merely the police-
work in connection with its payment. There is nothing exception-
ally humiliating politically, though there may be sentimentally,
about cither. No particular stigma attaches to indebtedness, nor
to the process of recovery for debt. A man summoned for arrears
of income tax suffers in pride, and may, though improbably,
suffer socially, but he loses no jot or tittle of his rights as a
citizen. The difference between the Versailles and the Dawes-
Locarno settlements was the difference between a moral and a
legal judgment* By the former Germany had not only been
adjudged a debtor, but she had been deprived of the right of
citizenship in the new world commonwealth. By the latter that
right had been restored to her. She was now in a state not of
moral delinquency but of financial debt, a state out of which
there were those obvious roads of escape which are open to any
debtor.
That was the reality of the situation and the formal mainten-
ance of the Versailles text, or rather the failure to supersede that
text by another, could not alter it or make it less real. Anything
else was a matter of pure prestige, and on questions of pure
prestige it is difficult for the mentally balanced to have any great
sympathy for either side—for the French in childishly main-
taining the war-guilt clause, or for the Germans in breaking
childish hearts over it. In 1927 that clause was by the sheer logic
of facts as dlmodd in the political sphere as the Ptolemaic system

